We tackle a stochastic version of the Critical Node Problem (CNP) where the goal is to minimize the pairwise connectivity of a graph by the deletion of a subset of its nodes. In the stochastic setting considered, the removal of nodes can fail with a certain probability. In our work we focus on tree graphs and demonstrate that over trees the stochastic CNP actually generalizes to the stochastic Critical Element Detection Problem where also the deletion of edges can fail with a certain probability. We also prove the NP-hardness of the problem while the deterministic counterpart was proved to be polynomial. We then derive linear and non-linear models for the considered CNP version. Moreover, we propose a Branch-andPrice approach for the problem and test its effectiveness on a large set of instances. As side result, we introduce an approximation algorithm for a problem variant of interest.
Introduction
Network interdiction problems have been intensively investigated in the recent years [27] . A mainstream network interdiction problem is the Critical Element Detection Problem (CEDP) which calls for fragmenting a graph as much as possible by the deletion of a subset of its edges and nodes. The aim is to give indications on the critical elements of a network to protect or to attack according to the application of interest. There exist many different connectivity metrics for the graph fragmentation. Earlier works on network interdiction mainly focused on the maximum flow that could be transported from a source node s to a sink node t in a graph ( [36] ), or on increasing the length of the shortest path between s and t ( [6] ). Later, the attention has been centered to measures related to the cohesive properties of a graph, such as the number of maximally connected components, the maximum cardinality of the connected components or the pairwise connectivity, Stochastic versions of both the CEDP and the CNP were also treated in the literature. A stochastic version of the the CEDP is tackled in [9] . The problem calls for minimizing the maximum flow between a source and sink in a graph by removing some of its edges where each edge attack can fail with a given probability. The aim is thus to minimize the expected value of the maximum flow over all possible scenarios of attack failures. A sophisticated and effective method is designed to solve the problem by partitioning the scenarios into clusters and reaching solutions with a predefined accuracy. The method relies on strong duality properties of the classical maximum flow problem and applies to different yet very specific objective functions (see [9] for more details). Hence, such a method cannot easily find a prompt application to different network interdiction problems, although it avoids the recourse to a Monte Carlo statistical sampling approximation such as the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) [15] . A stochastic version of the CNP is tackled in [12] where the edges of a graph might be absent with independent probability. Clearly, this gives rise to 2 m different scenarios to analyse where m denotes the number of edges in the input graph. The goal is to minimize the expected pairwise connectivity after removing a subset of the nodes subject to a budget constraint. A MILP model is introduced with an exponentially large number of variables due to the number of possible scenarios. A heuristic approach is proposed by solving a reduced MILP with variables and constraints aggregated. A local search procedure is then applied to possibly improve the computed solutions. A Fully Polynomial Randomized Approximation Scheme (FPRAS) is devised in order to estimate the objective value of each computed solution within a given precision in polynomial time. Finally, a CNP variant with non deterministic connection costs for each pair of nodes was introduced in [13, 20] and is formulated as a robust optimization problem. In particular, different solution approaches are presented in [20] by employing Mathematical Programming techniques such as Benders Decomposition.
To the best of our knowledge, no solution approach exists in the literature for the stochastic version of the CNP where the removal of nodes can fail with a certain probability. In this paper, we consider such CNP version over trees and propose exact methods based on Mathematical Programming. We remark that the derived algorithms do not rely on any statistical approximation such as the Sample Average Approximation. In a sense, this work extends the results in the literature for the CNP over trees within a stochastic framework. From a practical point of view, the problem might find application in interdiction problems for networks with an intrinsic hierarchical structure where each node has "superiors" and "subordinates", such as the dismantling of a network of terrorists (see, e.g., [10] ). The paper is organized as follows. We introduce a general Integer Linear Programming formulation for the stochastic CNP in Section 2. In Section 3, we present models and theoretical results for the problem variant over tree graphs. We then propose a Branch-and-Price scheme based on a non linear formulation of the problem and on Column Generation (CG) over tree graphs in Section 4. We discuss the computational performances of the proposed approach on a large set of instances in Section 5. We also present an approximation algorithm for a problem variant in Appendix A. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
Notation and problem formulation over general graphs
In the stochastic CNP we are given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with set of vertices V and set of edges E. Let us denote by n := |V | and m := |E| the number of vertices and edges respectively and by c ij the weight (or cost) of a connection between vertices i and j (i, j ∈ V ). Each vertex i (i ∈ V ) has associated a set of neighbors N i := {k : (i, k) ∈ E}, a deletion cost κ i and probability of survival p i in case of attack. We assume that the survival probabilities are independent. We also have a budget value on the removal of nodes denoted by K. The problem calls for minimizing the expected value of the pairwise connectivity in the graph after removing a subset of the nodes. The stochastic CNP is a generalization of the deterministic CNP (which is strongly NP-hard [1] ) where p i = 0 for all i ∈ V . To derive a Integer Linear Formulation (ILP) for the problem, we can consider the set of possible scenarios S where each scenario defines which nodes would survive in case of an attack. The probability that a scenario s ∈ S occurs is denoted by π s , with π s = n i=1 γ i and where γ i = 1 − p i (resp. γ i = p i ) if vertex i will not survive (resp. will survive) in the scenario. Clearly, the number of scenarios is exponentially large with n, i.e. |S|= 2 n . We then introduce 0/1 variables v i (i = 1, . . . , n) equal to 1 iff vertex i is deleted from the graph and 0/1 variables u s ij equal to 1 iff two vertices i and j are connected by a path in scenario s in the induced subgraph G[V \ S], with S := {i ∈ V : v i = 1}. We also introduce 0/1 parameters δ s i equal to 1 if the removal of a node i ∈ V fails in the scenario s ∈ S. Using the compact MILP formulation provided in [32] for the deterministic CNP, the problem can be formulated as follows:
The objective function (1a) minimizes the expected value of the pairwise connectivity by going over all possible scenarios. Constraint (1b) represents the budget constraint on the removal of nodes from the graph. In each scenario s where both vertex i and j of an edge (i, j) ∈ E could be successfully removed (δ s i = δ s j = 0), constraints (1c) ensure, in combination with the objective function, that u s ij = 1 only if both vertex i and j are not removed (v i = v j = 0). When instead δ s i = 1/δ s j = 1, this means that the setting v i =1/v j = 1 does not impact on the constraints as vertex i/j will survive in case of attack. Similarly, constraints (1d) guarantee that, for two vertices i and j not connected by an edge, we have u s ij = 1 if there is at least one path between j and a neighbor k of i, i.e. u s kj = 1 (which implies that k is not removed from the graph, i.e. v k = 0, and also that u s ik = 1 due to constraints (1c)) and either v i = 0 and δ s i = 0 or δ s i = 1. Constraints (1e) and (1f) define the domain of the variables. Notice that the ILP formulation for the deterministic CNP where p i = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n) is equivalent to model (1a)-(1f) with one scenario s with π s = 1 and δ s i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. Notice also that model (1a)-(1f) can be applied to any graph. Nevertheless, as customary in Stochastic Programs, the model has an exponential number of variables and constraints and might be intractable to solve even for graphs of limited size.
Results over trees
We now turn our attention to the stochastic CNP over trees where the outcome of a node attack is uncertain.
Non-Linear reformulation
In a tree graph, two given nodes i and j are connected by a unique path of nodes. The corresponding set of nodes, including nodes i and j, is denoted by P ij . We also denote by S ij the set of nodes which are deleted in P ij , i.e. S ij = S ∩ P ij . We observe that the objective of a given solution can now be computed in polynomial time, which places the Stochastic CNP over trees in class NP. The expected cost value of the connection between i and j only depends on the products of the survival probabilities of the deleted nodes, namely the product k∈S ij p k . According to this observation, we can state a non-linear model equivalent to model (1a)-(1f) but with a polynomial number of variables and constraints. By keeping the notation of model (1a)-(1f), we consider only binary variables v i associated with the deletion of a node i and introduce the following non-linear reformulation:
Considering model (2a)-(2c), we propose a linear reformulation with an exponential number of variables solved through a Branch-and-Price (B&P) approach based on Column Generation, which we discuss in details in Section 4. We mention that the use of an exponential linear reformulation to tackle stochastic networks problems has already found application in different contexts, see e.g. [17] for a recent application in the health care sector.
NP-hardness with unit connection costs
While the deterministic pairwise CNP variant where all connections have unit costs, i.e. c ij = 1 for all i, j ∈ V , was proved to be polynomial over trees in [10] , we derive the following NP-hardness result for the corresponding stochastic variant.
Proposition 1:
The stochastic CNP over trees with uncertain node deletion and unit connection costs is NP-hard.
Proof. We prove the theorem by a reduction from the Knapsack problem, a well-known optimization problem where a capacity value C and a set of n items with profits π i and weights w i are given. The goal is to select a subset of the items to maximize the profits while ensuring that the weight of the selected items does not exceed C. We construct an instance of the stochastic CNP over trees as follows. We consider a root node with survival probability p 1 = 0 and deletion weight k 1 = 1. At the next level of the tree, we introduce n intermediate nodes 2, . . . , (n + 1) with survival probabilities p i+1 = 1 and deletion weights k i+1 = 1 for i = 1 . . . n. Then, to each of the previous nodes we attach a leaf node which corresponds to an item in the knapsack instance. Each leaf node (i + n + 1), for i = 1 . . . n, has a deletion weight k i+n+1 = w i and a survival probability p i+n+1 = 1 − π i /Π, with Π = max{π i }. Finally, we set K = C + 1 and c ij = 1 for each pair of nodes i, j. Clearly, an optimal CNP solution will not delete the intermediate nodes since they have a survival probability equal to 1. Also, it will delete the root node in any instance with n ≥ 3. This choice implies in fact an objective value not superior to n as each intermediate node would be connected with the corresponding leaf node only. On the contrary, if the root node is not deleted a solution value of at least n(n−1) 2 would be induced by the connections between all intermediate nodes. Therefore, an optimal CNP solution will delete a subset of the leaves with the residual budget K − 1 = C thus providing an optimal solution of the corresponding knapsack instance.
This inherent difficulty of solving the stochastic CNP even over tree graphs also motivates the development of the B&P algorithm introduced in Section 4.
Generalizations to other stochastic interdiction problems over trees
We conclude this section by presenting a series of further results for the problem. We first show that the considered CNP variant over trees actually generalizes to the CEDP where also the deletion of edges can succeed with a given probability only. The following proposition holds.
Proposition 2:
The stochastic CEDP over trees with edge and node removal reduces to the stochastic CNP.
Proof. A stochastic CEDP instance has a survival probability p ij and a deletion cost κ ij for each edge (i, j) ∈ E, in addition to the other input entries of a stochastic CNP instance. To obtain a stochastic CNP instance in a tree graph, it suffices to associate each edge (i, j) ∈ E with a new vertex v ij emanating two edges towards vertex i and j respectively, giving a new tree with 2n − 1 nodes. For each new vertex v ij , setting p v ij = p ij and κ v ij = κ ij completes the reduction.
An alternative stochastic version of the problem also comes to mind where each edge is present in the graph with an independent probability p ij , as proposed in [12] . The problem calls for the minimization of the expected value of the pairwise connectivity over all the possible realizations of the graph. However, the following proposition shows that this CNP variant might be of limited interest over tree graphs as it can be reduced to the deterministic CNP and solved with existing methods available in the literature.
Proposition 3:
The stochastic CNP over trees with uncertainty on the existence of edges reduces to the deterministic CNP.
Proof. Since the graph is a tree, the average cost of a connection between two nodes i and j is equal to the product (k,l)∈E ij p kl where E ij denotes the set of edges in the unique path between i and j. But then it is sufficient to redefine the connection costs c ij as c ′ ij = c ij (k,l)∈E ij p kl so as to obtain an instance of the deterministic CNP.
A linear model with equal survival probabilities
We finally consider the simplified problem variant where all survival probabilities are equal, i.e p i = p for i ∈ V , and derive an ILP formulation that implicitly takes into account the uncertainty associated with the removals of nodes. This CNP variant is also considered in the computational tests in Section 5.
It is easy to observe that for this problem we only need to know the number of nodes deleted in P ij to compute the average connection cost c ij E s∈S [u s ij ] between nodes i and j. This cost is in fact equal to c ij k∈S ij p k = c ij p |S ij | . We can thus introduce binary variables u (ij) r , equal to 1 only if there are r nodes deleted in path P ij . Index r can vary from 0 to ρ ij , with ρ ij := min{K, |P ij |}. We denote by ILP p the following ILP formulation:
The objective function (3a) minimizes the expected cost of the surviving connections after the deletion of nodes in the tree. Constraint (3b) represents the budget constraint. Constraints (3c) ensure that only one value of r will be selected for each path P ij . Constraints (3d) links u
variables with v i variables. Constraints (3e) and (3f) define the domain of the variables. Even though the number of variables u (ij) r is increased by a factor ρ ij with respect to the corresponding u ij variables in the deterministic CNP, model (3a)-(3f) can constitute a valid alternative of practical relevance, as illustrated by the computational experiments in Section 5.
A Branch-and-Price approach for the stochastic CNP over trees
We propose a Branch-and-Price algorithm for the stochastic CNP over trees which is based on model (2a)-(2c). The ingredients of the algorithm and related CG framework are described in the following.
Master Problem
We elaborate on model (2a)-(2c) as follows. Assume that for each path P ij we have a set Ω ij of all possible subsets (columns) of deleted nodes S ij , including the empty set. For every column ω ∈ Ω ij , let ν ω k be a parameter equal to 1 if node k ∈ S ij is deleted in P ij and equal to 0 otherwise. Correspondingly, the average connectivity cost of the path is defined as c ω = c ij k∈P ij :ν ω k =1 p k . We introduce binary variables λ ω associated with the selection of a column ω ∈ Ω ij , for all paths P ij and derive the following Master Problem (MP):
The objective function (4a) minimizes the average connection cost by going over all paths P ij , subject to the budget constraint (4b). Constraints (4c) guarantee that only one column per node pair (i, j) will be selected while constraints (4d) ensure the consistency between the deleted nodes v k inside each path P ij and corresponding variables λ ω . Constraints (4e) indicate that all variables are binary. We denote model (4a)-(4e) as model CG-1.
Notice that the number of constraints (4d) could be large thus affecting the computational time required for solving the Master Problem. Hence, we will also consider a surrogate formulation of model CG-1 where constraints (4d) are replaced by the following aggregated constraints:
where quantity Π k = |{P ij : k ∈ P ij }| counts the number of paths that include each node k ∈ V . We denote the corresponding model as CG-2. Notice that variables v k can be eliminated in model CG-2 by plugging constraints (5) into constraint (4b). However, for the sake of exposition and comparison with model CG-1, we will maintain this extended formulation for CG-2.
Since both model CG-1 and CG-2 might have to consider an exponential number of sets S ij , they could be intractable to solve. We therefore use Column Generation to solve the Linear Programming (LP) relaxation of the Master Problem where integrality constraints (4e) are replaced by inclusion in [0, 1]. We solve a Restricted Master Problem (RMP) with a limited number of sets S ij and iteratively add the relevant columns by analyzing their reduced costs and solving a Pricing Problem (PP) formalized in the next subsection.
In our settings, we initialize the Restricted Master Problem with the feasible (albeit trivial) solution which selects the columns associated with the empty sets S ij for each path between a node i and a node j (with i < j).
Pricing Problem
Let us denote the dual variable associated with constraint (4b) by ρ and the dual variables associated with constraints (4c) by γ ij for i, j ∈ V with i < j. Also, the dual variables associated with constraints (4d) in CG-1 are denoted by τ ij k while the dual variables corresponding to constraints (5) in CG-2 are denoted by τ k .
For a given path between two nodes i and j, we formulate the following Pricing Problem corresponding to the Restricted Master Problem for model CG-1:
where the objective function minimizes the reduced cost of a generic column associated with the path, with parameters ν ω l = v l for each l ∈ P ij . In model CG-2, dual variables τ ij l are just replaced by τ l variables. Clearly a new column can be added to the RMP if it has a negative reduced cost. Since for each path i-j we seek for the column with the most negative cost by solving model (6a)-(6b) at each iteration, we add columns as long as its optimal solution value is negative. Model (6a)-(6b) is not linear but can be solved by a dynamic programming algorithm with states discussed below. First notice that γ ij is a constant term in the objective function (6a) and thus it can be excluded in the following analysis. We denote a given solution of model (6a)-(6b) by a 0-1 vectorṽ ∈ {0, 1} |P ij | and associate vectorṽ with a state (p,τ ) wherẽ
The value of the solution encoded in vectorṽ is simply given by the differencep −τ . We also define L h as the list of states we can obtain by considering only nodes h, h + 1, . . . , j in the path.
In the initialization step, the algorithm considers the last node j. The corresponding list L j has two states only: the state (1, 0) for v j = 0 and the state (p j , τ Without going into details, we point out that the dominated states can be found in O(t log t), with t being the number of states in the list, after sorting of the states by decreasing value of τ . The optimal solution of model (6a)-(6b) for path i-j is given by the state(p, τ ) ∈ L i with minimum value p − τ . The running time of the algorithm can be bounded by O(2 n ) as the total number of states is at most 2 n for a path of length n. However this bound is very pessimistic and not representative of the practical performances of the dynamic program with states. The paths in a tree are usually shorter than the number of nodes n. Also, the dominance rule is in general very effective, allowing the algorithm to consider a limited number of states along the iterations. Indeed, for a given value of h and τ , the state with lowest p will dominate the others. Hence when all dual variables τ are scaled to integer values, it is easy to see that the complexity of the dynamic programming algorithm is also bounded by the pseudo-polynomial bound O(nT ) where T = l∈P ij τ ij l , which shows that the Pricing Problem is at most weakly NP-hard. In each CG iteration, we solve model (6a)-(6b) for all paths in the tree and add the relevant columns to the RMP until no column with reduced negative cost is found. We remark that during the iterations of the dynamic program for a given path of nodes i-j, the optimal solutions for subpaths (i + 1)-j, (i + 2)-j... can also be determined thus allowing further reduction in the computational time.
Finally we note that the Pricing model (6a)-(6b) can be strengthened by adding the budget constraint l∈P ij κ l v l ≤ K. In this case, we would have a third element in each state that represents the sum of the weights of the deleted nodes. This might heavily affect the effectiveness of the dominance rule and slow down the performance of the dynamic program without speeding up the overall convergence process. Such consideration shows up to hold in practice. Besides, we use the introduced Pricing Problem to compute a lower bound on the Master Problem, as discussed in the next Section 4.3.
Lagrangian lower bound on the Master Problem
It is well known that the iterations in a Column Generation approach may tend to add many columns in the last phase of the convergence process without inducing significant changes in the objective of the relaxed Master Problem. The corresponding computational effort might not pay-off with respect to the number of Branch and Prince nodes that could be instead explored with the same computational time. Thus, following the trend in CG approaches, we compute a Lower Bound (LB) on the continuous relaxation of the Master Problem at each iteration and stop the CG process whenever the objective value of the Master Problem and the computed LB are close enough. The lower bound is calculated through a Lagrangian relaxation procedure that we will illustrate for model CG-1 only. For model CG-2, only few integrations are necessary. Consider model CG-1 where constraints (4d) are removed and inserted in the objective function with associated Lagrangian multipliers µ ij k . We have the following model:
Model (7a)-(7d) can be then decomposed into the following subproblems for every pair of nodes (i, j):
and a subproblem involving only variables v i : min i∈V j<k:i∈P jk
An optimal solution of each subproblem (8a)-(8c) selects the column in Ω ij yielding the lowest objective value. Notice that this subproblem coincides with the Pricing Problem associated with the path between nodes i and j, provided that the Lagrangian multipliers assume the values of the dual variables of constraints (4d) (or constraints (5) if model CG-2 is used). We consider such a choice for the Lagrangian multipliers so as to use the PP solution previously obtained and limit the computational effort required for solving problems (8a)-(8c). Subproblem (9a)-(9c) is a standard Knapsack Problem where each item i ∈ V is a node of the graph with a weight equal to κ i and a profit equal to j<k:i∈P jk µ jk i . This problem is solved efficiently on our instances through dynamic programming. The Lagrangian relaxation of model CG-2 involves a similar logic requiring a slight modification of the profits of the nodes. Summing up the optimal objective values of all subproblems provides a Lagrangian lower bound denoted as LB Lag .
Dual variables stabilization
In some circumstances, Column Generation methods might suffer from a slow convergence of the iterative mechanism, due to the addition of unsuitable columns in the initial iterations or to degeneracy effects. Such an issue can be also recognized by oscillations in the value of a Lagrangian lower bound when the multipliers assume the values of the dual variables, as in the proposed approach. In order to limit this undesired behavior, we adopt a stabilization mechanism for the dual variables before solving the Pricing problems at each iteration.
We choose here to apply the method advocated in [22] due to its simplicity, as it only requires the tuning of one parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. The philosophy of the method is to avoid that the optimal solution value of the Lagragian lower bound does not increase (for a minimization problem) at each iteration but instead tends to oscillate and monotonically increases only after several iterations.
In order to do so, we keep memory of the last vectorπ of dual variables which provided the best lower bound so far. In each iteration, the dual variables for the Pricing problems (and Lagrangian bounds) are equal to a convex combination of the dual variables vector π associated with the LP solution of the Master Problem and vectorπ. We therefore introduce a stabilized dual vector π st defined as
When an improved LB for the continuous relaxation of the Master Problem is found through vector π st , we setπ = π st . Parameter α is also updated when the relative gap g between the best feasible objective value U B for the original problem and the Lagrangian bound LB Lag , i.e. g = 1 − LB Lag U B , is inferior to 1 − α: in such a case, we set α = 1 − g. This allows us to increase α towards its maximum value of 1 when the gap gets closer to 0. The aim is to select appropriate columns at the end of the CG process by progressively favoring the use of the current dual variables vector π against vectorπ.
Branching strategy
Models CG-1 and CG-2 have two types of variables: variables λ generated through Column Generation and variables v associated with the deletion of nodes. In our Branch and Price algorithm, we propose to branch on the most fractional v variable (i.e. with the closest value to 0.5).
Our branching strategy is mainly motivated by the fact that, in a given node of the search tree, having integer variables v in an LP optimal solution of both problems CG-1 and CG-2 guarantees that all variables λ are integer as well, as the following proposition shows. This might speed up the convergence process through both the computation of improving feasible solutions (upper bounds) during the execution of the algorithm and the pruning of nodes in the search tree.
Proposition 4:
Consider an optimal solution of the continuous relaxation of models CG-1/CG-2 in a given node of the search tree. If in such a solution all variables v k with k ∈ V are integer, then all variables λ ω with ω ∈ Ω are integer.
Proof. Let us first consider an arbitrary pair of vertices i and j (i, j ∈ V ). Notice that by construction of the models all columns ω ∈ Ω ij are different. In model CG-1, we see immediately that for all k ∈ P ij only the column ω with ν ω k = 0 if v k = 0 and ν ω k = 1 if v k = 1 can be selected, giving λ ω = 1. In fact, due to constraint (4c) the selection of any other column cannot induce the given assignment for variables v k . In model CG-2, the same reasoning can be applied when path between vertices i and j is considered in the aggregated constraint (5) . Extending the previous analysis to all paths in the tree graph completes the proof.
The two children nodes originating from a branching operation are created by passing the MP columns of the father node except those columns which are forbidden by the branching decision. The decisions made in each branch of the search tree are also considered by the dynamic programming algorithm designed for solving the Pricing problems. Finally we adopt a Best First Search strategy in the exploration of the search tree, namely at each iteration we select the node with the smallest lower bound.
Heuristic for computing Upper Bounds
In order to improve the best available solution during the execution of the B&P algorithm, we also introduce a simple heuristic that computes a feasible solution at each node of the search tree. The heuristic first sorts the vertices in the graph by decreasing values taken by variables v k in the optimal LP solution of the Master Problem. Following this order, the heuristic then deletes nodes in the graph as long as the budget constraint is not violated. This heuristic runs with a negligible running time but often shows up to considerably improve the performance of the B&P scheme.
Computational results
We now describe the setting of our numerical experiments as well as the characteristics of the different instances generated. The analysis of the results is organized in subsections according to the nature of each set of instances.
Experimental conditions and instances
All algorithms have been implemented in C++, compiled with gcc 4.1.2, and all tests were performed on an HP ProLiant DL585 G6 server with two 2.1 GHz AMD Opteron 8425HE processors and 24 GB of RAM. We used solver CPLEX 12.8 with a precision level (gap) set at 0.0 and the Barrier (interior point) algorithm to solve the linear relaxation of the Master Problem when performing Column Generation. We generated tree graphs with the number of nodes n ranging from 20 to 100. For each value of n, 50 different tree graphs were generated as in [10] , i.e. using Broders algorithm for the uniform spanning tree problem [7] , which guarantees that each tree is randomly chosen with uniform distribution among all trees with n nodes. For each instance we generated a set of survival probabilities p i (i ∈ V ) uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 and with precision 0.01. For each tree we generated different possible sets of weights. A first set of unweighted instances considers both unitary node deletion costs κ i and unitary connection costs c ij . Then, we generated weighted instances with three different sets of weights. A first set of weights (type 1 ) considers both deletion costs and connection costs as integers uniformly distributed in the interval [1, 10] . A second set of weights (type 2 ) still considers connections costs c ij ∈ [1, 10] but deletion costs κ i ∈ [1, 100]. The last set of weights (type 3 ) considers connection costs c ij ∈ [1, 10] and node deletion costs equal to the inverse of the survival probability of each node, i.e. κ i = 1/p i for each i ∈ V , where we set κ i = 100 if p i = 0. For this last set of weights, the rationale is to generate instances which are expected to be hard to solve in the sense that nodes with a lower deletion cost have also a higher probability of survival. Summarizing, each tree instance has a unique set of survival probabilities p i but four different sets of node deletion costs and connection costs. The deletion budget K is fixed at 10% of the total deletion costs over all nodes: K = 0.1 i∈V κ i . We remark that even for the smallest instances with n = 20, the use of the general model (1a)-(1f) would be impractical due to the induced huge number of variables and constraints given by the number of scenarios to analyze. Our approach does not explicitly require the definition of all possible scenarios and thus can be applied to larger instances within reasonable computational times, as discussed in the next sections.
We tested the proposed B&P approach with a time limit of 3600 seconds. Concerning the CG models, preliminary numerical experiments showed that while no stabilization is needed for the dual variables in CG-2, the model CG-1 benefits from stabilization, with a fastest convergence obtained by setting α = 0.4. Therefore we decided to set α = 1 for CG-2 and α = 0.4 for CG-1. Finally, nodes in the search tree were pruned whenever the difference between the LP solution value of the Master Problem and the Lagrangian lower bound LB Lag was not superior to 0.01.
Results for the unweighted instances
We first present the computational results for the unweighted instances in Table 1 . For each given number of vertices n, the table reports the performance of the B&P algorithm with model CG-1 and model CG-2 over 50 instances in terms of average computational time and average percentage gap 1 − LB U B between the best solution found (U B) for the problem and its lower bound (LB). The average number of processed nodes in the branching tree is also reported. The average values consider also the instances where the time limit is reached. The best results between the two models are displayed in bold font. The results in Table 1 illustrate that model CG-1 is extremely tight as it manages to find the optimal solution at the root node of the B&P algorithm in most of the instances (i.e. the solution of the relaxed Master Problem is already integer), provided that the algorithm has enough time to converge in the root node. This striking result is however achieved through a very long CG iterative process and model CG-1 is actually too slow to be effective in instances with n ≥ 60 within the considered time limit. On the other hand, model CG-2 is less tight but converges much more quickly at each node of the search tree, thus it could be preferred to model CG-1 in presence of low running time limits. All instances with up to 40 nodes were closed by both CG-1 and CG-2 in less than 3600 seconds. Instances with more than 50 nodes were not solved by both models but in general the relative percentage gap is limited except for the largest instances with n = 100. We also notice for CG-2 that, considering the instances with a limited percentage gap (n ≤ 60), the number of explored nodes in the branching tree notably increases with the increase of the size of the graphs. Table 2 : Average running time in seconds, percentage gap and number of B&P nodes for models CG-1 and CG-2 in weighted instances (type 1).
Results for the weighted instances
The results for the three types of unweighted instances are reported in Tables 2-4 . We notice that when model CG-1 is used, the proposed B&P algorithm has to branch on a larger number of nodes than in the unweighted instances. Still, the number of processed nodes is in general much lower than the nodes explored with model CG-2. We also notice that the relative percentage gaps of model CG-2 increase with respect to the unweighted instances. Weighted instances of type 1 are in general easier to solve than the other weighted instances. A reasonable interpretation is that the performance of the proposed B&P approach is affected by the larger size of the deletion costs in instances of type 2 and 3. Another interesting aspect is that the gain in speed given by using CG-2 is less evident than the gain obtained in the unweighted instances. In the considered weighted instances, model CG-1 shows up to outperform model CG-2 in instances with less than 100 vertices, in particular for the instances of type 3 which might be expected to be harder to solve given the inverse correlation between deletion costs and survival probabilities. This suggests that aggregating the constraints in model CG-2 is a less efficient strategy for these instances. Finally we point out that the percentage gaps in the largest instances with n = 100 are still quite large. This marks the limit of applicability of our approaches within the considered time limit. Larger time limits and/or new algorithmic ideas seem to be necessary to handle these difficult instances.
Results for instances with equal survival probabilities
In this subsection we provide indications on the potential of model ILP p introduced in Section 3.4 for the special problem variant where all survival probabilities are equal. We considered the set of unweighted instances where we set p i = p for all i ∈ V and performed tests with p = 0.2 and p = 0.4 respectively. We solved model ILP p by CPLEX 12.8 solver with a time limit of 3600 seconds. For the sake of comparison, we compare the corresponding results with the performance of the B&P scheme running with model CG-2 and with the same time limit. The results are reported in Table 5 . The solver launched on model ILP p clearly outperforms the Column Generation approach, solving all instances to optimality in about 8 seconds on average. The ILP model has a polynomial number of variables and constraints and allows us to exploit the performance of a nowadays solver, while an approach based on column generation seems to be less promising for tackling this problem variant. The same consideration holds for the results on weighted instances. 
Conclusions
In this work we introduced a stochastic version of the Critical Node Problem where the outcome of nodes attacks is subject to uncertainty. We first presented an Integer Linear Programming formulation for problem over general graphs. Then we focused on the problem variant over tree graphs for which we provided theoretical results, linear and non linear models and a Branch-and-Price scheme that avoids the explicit sampling of the scenarios, a common approximation in the solution techniques for stochastic problems. We performed an extensive computational analysis to assess the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithms. Finally, an approximation algorithm based on a dynamic program has been given in order to compute approximate solutions with an absolute performance guarantee on the objective value.
Numerous research lines could be explored in the future. The most natural follow-up of our work would be the design of a solution approach for tackling the stochastic CNP over general graphs. A possibility is to combine modern scenario partitioning methods such as in [9, 28, 30] with a Column Generation approach. It might be also interesting to adapt the proposed algorithmic framework to the deterministic version of the CNP on general graphs. Finally, exploring the design of efficient heuristic/metaheuristic algorithms could be a valid alternative to solve instances on large (and arbitrary) graphs. This last option would call for finding efficient procedures to compute the stochastic objective function of a given solution, since the complexity of computing this value is a priori exponential in the number of scenarios. For example, we could derive a FPRAS to compute the objective function with a suitable precision, as it was done, e.g., in [12] .
Given the complexity stated in the above proposition, the performance of the proposed dynamic program is heavily affected by large values of µ. However, the DP algorithm can be modified to devise a more practical approximation algorithm, which also provides a lower bound on the optimal objective value. Because of the rapid decrease of the cost function with the number of multiplying probabilities, beyond a certain number of deleted nodes the connection cost between two nodes will only increase the objective function by a negligible amount. Therefore, we propose to modify the algorithm presented in Equations (11)-(12b) by truncating each term in the objective after a limited number of decimals given by an integer ν. In the approximation algorithm, called App, we set µ = 10 ν and we truncate the value of each term below the ν-th decimal. By limiting the value of ν and thus the precision at which we want to solve the problem, we can maintain the running time of the DP program under control. Moreover, algorithm App provides both a lower and an upper bound on the optimum solution value, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 6: For the stochastic CNP over trees with unit pair costs and unit deletion costs, algorithm App constitutes an approximation algorithm with time complexity O(K 2 n 3 µ 2 ) and an approximation bound of n(n−1)
2µ . The truncated objective of the approximate solution also underestimates the optimal value by at most n(n−1) 2µ .
Proof. The proof is formally the same as the one of Proposition 13 in [4] .
